I Need a Placebo Like I
Need a Hole in the Head

Charles Weijer
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n this issue of theJourna1 of Law, Medicine &Ethics,
Peter Clark providesa comprehensiveand sound ethical analysis of clinical trials examining the treatment
of advanced Parkinson's disease with fetal tissue transplantation.' These studies raise profound questions about how
clinicaltrials of surgical interventionsought to be conducted.
At stake is not only the ethical basis of such trials, but differing views as to the proper role of sciencein medicine and its
limitations.
Experience with the broader debate on the ethical permissibility of placebo controls has taught us that the choice
of control treatment is an aspect of trial design in which
ethical and scientificissues overlap. Accordingly, I will highlight, and perhaps expand upon, three issues raised by Clark:
What scientific questions ought clinical trials of surgical interventions ask? How should the ethical analysis of risk for
such trials be conceived?And, are surgicalpatients a vulnerable population?

FAPLANATOW
AND PRAGMATTC
SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS
Beecher was perhaps the first to recognize that surgical
interventions might have a placebo effect.2This is viewed
by some as necessitating placebo-controlled trials for novel
surgical interventions. According to a recent article by
Emanuel and Miller, placebo-controlled trials are required
from a scientificstandpoint when one of the following conditions obtain:
there is a high placebo response rate;
the conditionis typicallycharacterizedby a waxing and waning course, frequent spontaneous
remissions,or both;
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existing therapiesare only partly effective or have
very seriousside-effects; or
the low frequency of the condition means that
an equivalence trial would have to be so large
that it would reasonably prevent adequate enrollment and completion of the study3
In truth, only the last condition provides a scientific argument for conductinga placebo-controlled trial.
The randomized controlled trial is rightly viewed as the
gold standardin the evaluation of novel medical and surgical
interventions. The fact that many conditionswax and wane
or spontaneouslyimprove calls for the inclusion of a control
group, in which the novel intervention is compared with
standard treatment or, if none exists, placebo." The efficacy
or side-effects of current treatment do not argue for the use
of a placebo control, as the scientificallyrelevant question is
whether the new treatment is more effective and safer than
standard treatmenqif any. Patient and physician factors in
choosing one treatment arm or another, however, pose a
serious source of bias. Accordingly, patients must be d o cated randomly to one treatment arm or another. Finally,
patient and physician reporting of outcome measures may be
influenced by knowledge of treatment allocation. Where
possible, then, patients and physicians are blinded as to the
treatment administered.Importantly,none of these methodologicalstrengths of the randomized controlled trial require
the inclusion of a placebo control.
In the absence of a standard surgical approach against
which a novel intervention, such as fetal cell transplantation,
might be compared, a placebo control is required. This is, I
take it, not contentious.The controversy surroundswhat the
placebo control ought to be. In it simplestform, the placebo
control may be a no surgery arm, in which patients continue
to receive medical treatments, as indicated. The trial in question, however, involves a range of further interventions,
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including placement of stereotactic equipment, scalp incisions, partial burr holes, general anesthesia, intravenous
antibiotics, and low-dose cyclosporin. Two reasons motivate
the addition of these procedures to the placebo arm. First, if
blinding is to be preserved, patients in the placebo arm
must undergo similar procedures to the patients in the
experimental arm. Second, the trial aims to dissect out
the effect of the fetal tissue transplant per se from the
other interventions provided. Both of these scientific rationales are open to criticism.
While blinding is a desirable feature of a randomized
controlled trial, it is not indispensable. Trials with disparate
treatment arms often cannot reasonably preserve blinding.
For instance, trials comparing chemotherapy and radiation
therapy for cancer treatment commonly proceed without
blinding because sham procedures to preserve the blind would
be unduly burdensome on patients. Until recently, trials involving a surgical and non-surgical arm would have been
viewed by many as the most obvious case in which a blind
could not be preserved, since sham surgical procedures were
largely viewed as paradigmatically unethical.
The motivation to conduct surgery trials with a sham
surgical control must, therefore, come from the second rationale. But can a placebo-controlled trial, so designed,
answer the question, what is the contribution of fetal cell
transplantation per se to the overall observed effect?There is
good reason to doubt whether it can.
As Clark points out, the current design fails to control
for the effect of stereotactic needle insertion on brain tissue. In order to answer the question posed, therefore, one
would need a very much more complex trial -one in which
at least the effect of stereotactic needle insertion is controlled for with a sham needle insertion treatment arm.
Ascertaining the contribution of the various components
of treatment would require a trial with many arms: the
experimental arm; a sham needle insertion arm; a sham
surgical arm with no needle insertion; an arm with anesthesia and no sham surgery; and a no treatment arm. This
challenges the supposed simplicity of the placebo-controlled
study design.
It should be further recognized that even this more complex, multi-arm trial rests on questionable assumptions.
Whether a placebo-controlled trial can assess the contribution of various treatment componentsrests on the assumption
that each treatment component has an additive effect. Only
on this additive model can the observed effect be thought to
be constructed from a series of components, each adding a
discrete proportion of the observed efficacy Treatment components may, however, have a more complex relationship.
For instance, psychological and physical effects may interact
with one another. An optimistic outlook may enhance the
efficacy of a physical effect, and a physical effect may buoy a
patient's optimism that a treatment is in fact working. This
multiplicative relationship between treatment components

would tend to undercut the ability of a trial to focus on
particular components in isolation.
Recognizing the scientific limitations of placebo-controlled trials, I have argued elsewhere that trials ought to
focus on pragmatic rather than explanatory scientific questions: Thus, in the face of no available treatment for certain
patients with advanced Parkinson's disease, a trial of a novel
therapeutic intervention ought to ask: Is fetal cell transplantation preferable to no surgery?This question requires a no surgery
control, not a control with sham surgical interventions.

Sham surgery trials raise an interesting challenge for the ethical analysis of research risk. Typically, placebos in drug trials
are viewed as a therapeutic intervention. Should sham surgery be analyzed in the same way? I think not.
Previously in the pages of theJoourna1 oflaw, Medicine
& Ethics, I argued for a component analysis approach to
research risk.6This approach was recently endorsed in the
final report of the U.S. National Bioethics Advisory Commission.' The approach to risk analysis flows from the
recognition that procedures in a study may be administered
with different intent and, hence, require differing moral calculi. Therapeutic procedures, be they drug, surgery, or
psychological intervention, are administered with therapeutic warrant and with the hope of providing direct benefit to
the research subject. Non-therapeutic procedures, including
added blood tests, x-rays, and questionnaires,are not administered with therapeutic warrant and serve merely to help
answer the scientific question at hand.
Therapeutic procedures must pass the test of clinical
equipoise.*That is, at the start of the trial, there must exist a
state of honest, professional disagreement in the community
of expert practitioners as to the preferred treatment. When
there is no effective treatment available for a medical condition, novel treatments ought to be compared with placebo.
Once effective treatment exists, however, novel interventions
should usually be tested against best available standard treatment. Thus, the ethical analysis of therapeutic procedures is
a harm-benefit analysis.
Non-therapeuticprocedures, by definition, offer no prospect of benefit to individual subjects and, accordingly, a
harm-benefit analysis is inappropriate? Two separate moral
tests are applied to such procedures. First, the risks of nontherapeutic procedures must be minimized consistent with
good scientific design. Second, the risks must be reasonable
in relation to the knowledge to be gained. Thus, the ethical
analysis of non-therapeutic procedures is a harm-knowledge
calculus. Importantly, moral tests for both therapeutic and
non-therapeutic procedures must be passed in order for a
study to proceed.'O
The simplest design for a trial of fetal cell transplantation, in which the intervention is compared to a no surgery
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on someone or somethingand susceptibleto temptation by what we consider very large sums of
money.. ..It is easy to identify too many persons
as vulnerable and to apply procedures designedto
protect the interests of vulnerablepersons too extensively. Some judgment is required. In each case
it is worthwhile to reflect on the implications of
labeling persons as vulnerable. Are we being disrespectful of persons by repudiatingtheir authority to live accordingto their consideredj~dgments?’~

control, fits this model easily Fetal cell transplantation and
no surgery are therapeutic interventions. In order for the
trial to proceed, there must exist disagreement as to the preferred treatment. Given the promise shown by early trials of
fetal cell transplantationand remaining uncertainties regarding long-term outcome, this test is likely fulfilled. The study
will certainly involve non-therapeutic interventions,such as
questionnairesand PET scans. The institutionalreview board
(IRE%)
must ensure that the risks associated with these procedures are minimized and reasonable in relation to the
knowledge to be gained. Again, these requirements can probably be fulfilled unproblematically Thus, a trial of fetal cell
transplantation with a no surgery control can fulfill the various ethical tests contained within the component analysis
approach to risk analysis.
Sham surgery trials are controversial precisely because
procedures are added above and beyond those present in a
no surgery design. Research subjectsin the control arm have
a stereotacticframe fitted, undergo anesthesia, skin incisions,
and have partial burr holes made in their skull. Each of these
added procedures is administeredwithout therapeuticwarrant and solely to answer the scientific question at hand.
Thus, sham surgical procedures must be analyzed as nontherapeutic interventions. Whether risks can be minimized
consistentwith sound scientific design is, of course, the pivotal moral question. As I have argued above, sham surgical
designs have significantscientificdisadvantagesand, accordingly, a no surgerycontrollikely representsa superiorscientific
design. Furthermore,given the gravity of the risks associated
with anesthesiaand surgery, whatever knowledge is likely to
be gained from such procedures likely fails to outweigh the
risks posed. Therefore, I agree with Clark when he concludes that sham surgery designs “fail the test of
beneficence.””

Labeling persons with advanced Parkinson’s disease as
vulnerable runs the risk of inflicting upon them the final
indignity in a life of restricted autonomy
IGNORING THE COMpLEXrry OF CLINICAL MEDICIIVE

As morally unsettling as sham surgery trials are, they are but
part of a larger problem in the conduct of clinical research.
Medical science in North America suffers from a strong
scientistic bias, according to which it is thought that clinical
trials ought to mirror laboratory experiments in which variables are manipulated one at a time. But the clinician’soffice
is not a laboratory anymore than a research subject is a lab
rat. Clinical care and human response to disease are simply
too complex to be captured by such a simplistic model. This
erroneous app’roach to science has caused us to believe that
greater scientific ends are being served when we deprive a
patient with schizophrenia of needed treatment in a placebocontrolled trial or expose a patient with Parkinson’s disease
to the risks of sham surgery. Fully embracing the complexities of clinical medicine not only causes us to see these studies
as unethical, but it reveals that the scientific goals pursued
by them are illusory.

VULNERABLE POPuLAnONS

A~KNOWLEDCMENTS

A note of caution needs to be introduced, however, when
answeringthe question of whether subjects for surgical trials
in Parkinson’s disease are a vulnerable population. Vulnerability is a complex notion. Research subjects may be
vulnerable for three reasons: (1)they are incapable of making decisionsregarding research participation; (2)they are so
situated as to call into question the voluntariness of such
decisions; or, (3)they are likely to experience undue harms
as a result of study participation.’2 Patients with advanced
Parkinson’s disease may be vulnerable of one or more of
these three reasons. But the IRB must exercise discretion in
its determination that a study population is vulnerable. As
Levine rightly observes:
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